
Mystery Solved:  Why there were two AOI’s and 
how they are connected through a common 

ancestor. 
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When first started, this Power Point presentation was to serve as a stand-
alone, continuous running program to viewed on a laptop or kiosk.  Since 
then it has been added to as more information came to light.
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History & Background

In 2005, the AOI promoted as one of its 
goals “Preserving the District’s Historic 

Records,” and we became more involved with 
Gail Redmann McCormick the Collections 

Manager and Vice-President of the Historical 
Society.  At that time the HSW’s Kiplinger 

Research Library together with the Recorder 
of Deeds records, those of the Sumner 
School & Archives, the Washingtoniana 

Division of the DCPL and the DC Archives 
were all at risk…

In 2005, the AOI promoted as one of its goals “Preserving the District’s 
Historic Records,” and we became more involved with Gail Redmann 
McCormick the Collections Manager and Vice-President of the Historical 
Society.  At that time the HSW’s Kiplinger Research Library together with 
the Recorder of Deeds records, those of the Sumner School & Archives, the 
Washingtoniana Division of the DCPL and the DC Archives were all at risk…
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In an article that Gail had written for 
“Washington History” highlighting collections 

at HSW she wrote about the AOI’s archives 
and mentioned, in passing, “…a parallel 

African-American Organization – The Oldest 
Inhabitants, Inc. – [that] was founded in 

1912, but is no longer active.” This prompted 
AOI Historian, Nelson Rimensnyder and me, 

to begin a search for former members of that 
organization and its records.

In an article that Gail had written for “Washington History” highlighting 
collections at HSW she wrote about the AOI’s archives and mentioned, in 
passing, “…a parallel African-American Organization – The Oldest 
Inhabitants, Inc. – [that] was founded in 1912, but is no longer active.” This 
prompted AOI Historian, Nelson Rimensnyder, to begin a search for former 
members of that organization and its records.
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The page from Fall/Winter 2000/2001 “Washington History” where the 
existence of the Oldest Inhabitants Colored is first mentioned…
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A bump-out of that reference…
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Over the years, Nelson discovered and began 
collecting obituaries with references to the 

deceased being “active” in the “Oldest 
Inhabitants, Incorporated,” obviously 

something related to or similar to the AOI of 
DC as Gail had mentioned but geared toward 
and serving the African American community.  

Many of these notables were affiliated with 
Howard University, African American 

organizations or traditionally Black DC 
hospitals.

Over the years, Nelson discovered and began collecting obituaries with 
references to the deceased being “active” in the “Oldest Inhabitants, 
Incorporated,” obviously something related to or similar to the AOI of DC as 
Gail had mentioned but geared toward and serving the African American 
community.  Many of these notables were affiliated with Howard 
University, African American organizations or traditionally Black DC 
hospitals.
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An example of a reference to the Oldest Inhabitants, Inc. (Colored) in an 
obituary in the Washington Post from Sept. 27, 1945 for Charles W. Gray.
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A 1914 souvenir booklet of the Oldest Inhabitants (Colored) anniversary 
and banquet was the only definitive piece which provided clues to the 
membership and goals of the organization but nothing about its founding 
or any connection to the original Association of the Oldest Inhabitants 
founded in 1865.
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Here is a list of the 1914 officers including Jerome A. Johnson, President 
and listing Eugene Brooks as Second Vice-President.
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The forward to the 1914 anniversary booklet stating among other things, “It 
was thought that such an Association, modeled upon lines similar, in the 
main, to those upon which one was formed among white fellow-citizens, 
could do much toward encouraging pride of race, as well as of residence, 
among a people whose long years of sad experiences could not of 
themselves be expected to stimulate the growth of these ennobling 
sentiments.”
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An announcement of a grand meeting of the Oldest Inhabitants’ 
Association (Colored) from March 3, 1917 from the “Washington Bee.”
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This led Nelson and AOI’s then President Bill 
Brown to begin a public relations “campaign” 

in an attempt to locate anyone who might 
have knowledge about this elusive 

organization.
There was no response from the general 
public even after the Washington Post’s 

“Answer Man” John Kelly wrote in great detail 
about what we knew about the organization 

and AOI’s quest for information in 2010. 
The response:  crickets… nothing…. 

This led Nelson and AOI’s then President Bill Brown to begin a public 
relations “campaign” in an attempt to locate anyone who might have 
knowledge about this elusive organization.
There was no response from the general public even after the Washington 
Post’s “Answer Man” John Kelly wrote in great detail about what we knew 
about the organization and AOI’s quest for information in 2010. 
The response:  crickets… nothing…. 
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For years, AOI sought to find the records of the AOI (Colored)… The 
Washington Post’s John Kelly was instrumental in helping spread the word 
about our quest for information about the presumed defunct organization.
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Over the years, Nelson came across occasional 
references to the two organizations gathering it 

was believed to “jointly welcome returning 
Veterans of the Great War,” but in his biography 

of “’Judge’ Eugene Brooks: 
Supreme Court Messenger and Proponent of 

Black Awareness, 1881-1926” AOI member Terry 
Walz writes, “In 1917 [The Washington Bee] drew 
attention to the invitation that the AOI (Colored) 
had received to meet with the AOI (White) and 
that “pleasant words” had been exchanged. 

Brooks and his fellow members were shown a 
20-foot section of the survey chain that had been 

used by Benjamin Banneker in the original 
surveying of the District. Another meeting 

between the two groups took place in 1919.”

Over the years, Nelson came across occasional references to the two 
organizations gathering to “jointly welcome returning Veterans of the Great 
War,” but in his biography of “’Judge’ Eugene Brooks: Supreme Court 
Messenger and Proponent of Black Awareness, 1881-1926” AOI member 
Terry Walz writes, “In 1917 [The Washington Bee] drew attention to the 
invitation that the AOI (Colored) had received to meet with the AOI (White) 
and that “pleasant words” had been exchanged. Brooks and his fellow 
members were shown a 20-foot section of the survey chain that had been 
used by Benjamin Banneker in the original surveying of the District. 
Another meeting between the two groups took place in 1919.” This is the 
only documented meeting between the two organizations.
[Washington Bee, June 23, 1917, p. 4; Washington Bee, June 30, 1917, p. 1; 
Evening Star, July 5, 1919, p. 2 (which mistakenly reports it was the first 
meeting between them.)]
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Oldest Inhabitants (Colored)’s Founder &
President Jerome Johnson

The Oldest Inhabitants (Colored) founder and First President Jerome J. 
Johnson.  This photo is taken from their 1914 gala banquet.
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Here is one of the only two documented meetings between the two 
organizations, the “Washington Bee’s” Sage of the Potomac wrote not only 
of the 1917 joint meeting (probably just among the officers) but The Sage 
of the Potomac also took the opportunity to encourage “thousands of 
citizens” to join the Oldest Inhabitants… to “learn how to be just towards 
one another.”  This is further evidence of the social divide among Blacks at 
the time… well documented in such works as, “Aristocrats of Color: The 
Black Elite 1880-1920” by Willard B. Gatewood, Jr.  This is merely an except 
from the “Sage of the Potomac’s” column entitled “Public Men and Things.”
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A March 3, 1917 announcement of a meeting of the Oldest Inhabitants 
(Colored) that appeared in the Washington Bee.
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A photo of Oldest Inhabitants (Colored) Second Vice-President and 
eventually second President Eugene Brooks.  This photo is provided by AOI 
Terry Walz from his research on Brooks.
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This article from the Washington Bee by the “Sage of the Potomac” 
recounts a joint meeting of the two organizations and encourages readers 
to “learn how to be just toward one another” a reference to the class 
schism in the Black community as documented in “Aristocrats of Color…” 
and other accounts of the era.
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The readers were challenged to, “learn how to be just toward one another.”  
Another indication of the schism that existed within the Black community.
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By the way, the Sage of the Potomac of the 
“Washington Bee” was none other than 

William Calvin Chase, an African American 
lawyer-journalist. He played a pivotal role as 

the editor of the Washington Bee, a 
Washington, D.C.-based weekly newspaper 

founded in 1882. 

Over the years, Nelson came across occasional references to the two 
organizations gathering believed to “jointly welcome returning Veterans of 
the Great War,” but in his biography of “’Judge’ Eugene Brooks: Supreme 
Court Messenger and Proponent of Black Awareness, 1881-1926” AOI 
member Terry Walz writes, “In 1917 [The Washington Bee] drew attention 
to the invitation that the AOI (Colored) had received to meet with the AOI 
(White) and that “pleasant words” had been exchanged. Brooks and his 
fellow members were shown a 20-foot section of the survey chain that had 
been used by Benjamin Banneker in the original surveying of the District. 
Another meeting between the two groups took place in 1919.” These are 
the only documented meetings between the two organizations.
[Washington Bee, June 23, 1917, p. 4; Washington Bee, June 30, 1917, p. 1; 
Evening Star, July 5, 1919, p. 2 (which mistakenly reports it was the first 
meeting between them.)]
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From a Washington Star article of July 5, 1919 where Eugene Brooks is 
listed as President of the Oldest Inhabitants’ Association. While it is listed 
as a “patriotic exercise,” there is no mention of welcoming or saluting 
returning veterans of the Great War.  This is the last known documented 
reference to any joint meeting of the two organizations. 
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In 2010 AOI President Bill Brown and AOI 
Historian Nelson Rimensnyder researched the 

records of both organizations at the D.C. 
Archives and convinced the D.C. Dept. of 

Consumer and Regulatory Affairs to reconcile 
their records to accurately reflect the  

incorporation history of both organizations…

In 2010 AOI President Bill Brown and AOI Historian Nelson Rimensnyder 
researched the records of both organizations at the D.C. Archives and 
convinced the D.C. Dept. of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs to reconcile 
their records to accurately reflect the  incorporation history of both 
organizations…
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An excerpt of AOI’s Letters of Incorporation… the wording for the Letters of 
Incorporation filed with the Recorder of Deeds (as was done in that era) for 
the AOI Colored were verbatim the wording for the original, White AOI with 
only the names of the officers appropriately changed.
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DCRA’s Corrected Entries…showing AOI’s incorporation in 1903 and the AOI 
(Colored)’s incorporation in 1916 like the original AOI, a number of years 
after first forming.
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Then, in 2011 while researching 
materials for a forthcoming book, 

AOI member Dr. James Goode 
(now deceased) finds a connection 

to our past…

Serendipity:  Then, in 2011 while researching materials for a forthcoming 
book, AOI member Dr. James Goode (now deceased) finds a connection to 
our past…
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James Goode

James Goode
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William D. Nixon’s home on University Terrace in the Palisades which he 
designed that James was researching…
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Led to James contacting William Nixon’s Granddaughter Delores Mounsey…
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Among the papers and scrapbooks that Delores shared with James were 
several labeled, “Oldest Inhabitants, Incorporated.” It turned out that 
Delores’ grandfather William D. Nixon was the President -- Association of 
the Oldest Inhabitants (Colored), Inc. from 1942-1962!  Some records had 
finally been found!
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Delores Mounsey, Bill Brown & Nelson Rimensnyder with William Nixon’s 
Papers at her home in Silver Spring.
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The Post’s John Kelly documents the finding for posterity in this follow-up 
column.
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Mr. Nixon’s papers are now preserved 
at the Moorland-Spingarn Library at 

Howard University.

At the encouragement of the AOI, Mr. Nixon’s papers are now preserved at 
the Moorland-Spingarn Library at Howard University.  THEN…
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The AOI and its members 
celebrated the discovery and 

explored the life of William Nixon 
at its February 2016 luncheon…

The AOI and its members celebrated the discovery and explored the life of 
William Nixon at its February 19, 2016 luncheon…
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February 19, 2016, Celebrating William D. Nixon

Delores Mounsey (deceased) and her sister Mera Mounsey Archenbaugh
address recount their grandfather’s life before 63 luncheon attendees at 
the Capitol Skyline Hotel, Feb. 19, 2016.
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Bill Brown & Nelson Rimensnyder with William Nixon’s 
granddaughters Mera Mounsey Archambeau & Delores Mounsey

Bill Brown & Nelson Rimensnyder with William Nixon’s granddaughters 
Mera Mounsey Archambeau & Delores Mounsey (deceased).
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Then, in October 2022, new AOI 
member Sherri Sewall shared that she 

had come into possession a family 
artifact of a framed resolution from 

the AOI (Colored) Incorporated.
The Resolution, honoring AOI 

Colored’s founder and first President 
Jerome Johnson, was signed by 

Sherri’s Great-grandfather Dr. George 
T. Sewall…

Then, in October 2022, a new AOI member Sherri Sewall shared that she 
had come into possession a family artifact of a framed resolution from the 
AOI (Colored) Incorporated.

The Resolution, honoring AOI Colored’s founder and first President Jerome 
Johnson, was signed by Sherri’s Great-grandfather Dr. George T. Sewall…
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Sherri Sewall and the framed resolution

Sherri Sewall and the framed resolution with her Grandfather Dr. George T. 
Sewall as a signatory.
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Then, during AOI’s winter 2022 hiatus, Sherri 
had lunch with AOI members and sisters 
Patricia Tyson and Theresa Saxton of the 

Military Road Preservation Trust. She shared 
with them a photo she had uncovered in her 

aunt’s family clippings of a 1931 Evening 
Star article featuring an 1868 photo of the 
AOI’s leadership, including then President 
John Bond Blake along with 12 other AOI 

members…

Then, during AOI’s winter 2022 hiatus, Sherri had lunch with AOI members 
and sisters Patricia Tyson and Theresa Saxton of the Military Road 
Preservation Trust. She shared with them a photo she had uncovered in her 
aunt’s collections of an Evening Star article featuring an 1868 photo of the 
AOI’s then leadership, including then President John Bond Blake along with 
12 other AOI members…
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Dr. John Bond Blake is circled here in this Evening Star article of Dec. 6, 1931 
from a photo of Nov. 6, 1868 when Dr. Blake was AOI’s 2nd President.
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AOI’s 2nd President Dr. John Bond Blake from an 1868 photograph.
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It turns out that John Bond Blake, AOI’s 
second President, was in fact Sherri Sewall’s 
Great-great-grandfather! Sherri’s research 

revealed that he and Caroline Sewall had nine 
children. Great-great-granddaughter Sherri 
Sewall says that John Bond Blake cared for 

each of their children even providing for their 
college educations…

It turns out that John Bond Blake, AOI’s second President, was in fact 
[appears to have been according to family history as there is no 
documented evidence of the connection] Sherri Sewall’s Great-great-
grandfather! Sherri’s research revealed that he and Caroline Sewall had 7-9 
children. Great-great-granddaughter Sherri Sewall reports that John Bond 
Blake cared for each of their children even providing for their college 
educations…
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Sherri Sewall and her Great-great-
grandfather

A family tree indicating the relationship between Sherri Sewall (bottom) 
and her Great-great-grandfather Dr. John Bond Blake…
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And… to further cement the connections 
between the two organizations, John Bond 

Blake’s and Caroline Sewall’s daughter 
Glovina married Jerome J. Johnson the 
founder of the Association of Oldest 

Inhabitants (Colored)!

And… to further cement the connections between the two organizations, 
John Bond Blake’s and Caroline Sewall’s daughter Glovina married Jerome J. 
Johnson the founder of the Association of Oldest Inhabitants (Colored)!
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John Bond Blake’s relations to Sherri Sewall and Glovina 
Sewall’s marriage to Jerome Johnson

A family tree indicating the relationship Dr. John Bond Blake and his 
daughter Glovinia who married Jerome Johnson.
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Glovina Sewall’s marriage to Jerome J. Johnson.
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The discovery of these connections helps 
resolve our on-going question of why the 
Letters of Incorporation of the AOI of D.C. 

(Colored) – 1916 – were verbatim the Letters 
of Incorporation of the original AOI of D.C. –
1903. Sherri Sewall’s Great-grandfather Dr. 
George T. Sewall – one of those signatories 

on the 1915 Resolution – was instrumental in 
establishing the AOI of D.C. (Colored) based 

upon his father’s position as the second 
President of the original AOI in 1868, and…

The discovery of these connections helps resolve our on-going question of 
why the Letters of Incorporation of the AOI of D.C. (Colored) – 1916 – were 
verbatim the Letters of Incorporation of the original AOI of D.C. – 1903.  It 
appears Sherri Sewall’s Great-grandfather Dr. George T. Sewall – one of 
those signatories on the 1915 Resolution – was instrumental in establishing 
the AOI of D.C. (Colored) based upon his father’s position as the second 
President of the original AOI in 1868, and…
[Note schisms referenced in “Aristocrats of Color: The Black Elite 1880-
1920” by Willard B. Gatewood regarding social striations within the Black 
community.]
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…the marriage of Glovina Sewall to Jerome J. 
Johnson provided the impetus for a group of 

Black Washingtonians to establish an 
organization similar to one that had existed 
since 1865 but was not welcoming of them.

The marriage of Glovina Sewall to Jerome J. Johnson provided the impetus 
for a group of Black Washingtonians to establish an organization similar to 
one that had existed since 1865 but was not welcoming of them.  
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Sherri Sewall continues to research her 
family’s story and has found other exciting 
ancestral discoveries along the way and that 

is Sherri’s story to tell…

Sherri Sewall continues to research her family’s story and other exciting 
ancestral discoveries were made along the way; however, that is Sherri’s 
story to tell, not ours.

For 18 years the AOI sought to resolve the connection between these two, 
parallel historic organizations and we now are confident that we have 
uncovered that connection.
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[Sherri’s great grandfather George T. Sewall, MD helped to start AOI for 
colored residents along with Jerome A. Johnson who was married to 
George’s sister, her Great Aunt Glovina Sewall Johnson.
Her great-great grandfather John Bond Blake was a past president of AOI 
and according to family lore, was the father of all 7 (9?) of her great-great 
grandmother Caroline Sewall’s children.]
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For 19 years the AOI has sought to resolve 
the connection between these two, parallel 

historic organizations and we now are 
confident that connection has been revealed.

Sherri Sewall continues to research her family’s story and other exciting 
ancestral discoveries were made along the way; however, that is Sherri’s 
story to tell, not ours.

For 19 years the AOI sought to resolve the connection between these two, 
parallel historic organizations and we now are confident that we have 
uncovered that connection.
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Thank You & Acknowledgment

Dr. James Goode (Deceased)

John Kelly

Delores Mounsey (Deceased)

Nelson Rimensnyder

Sherri Sewall

Terry Walz

Anntoinette White-Richardson

Sherri Sewall continues to research her family’s story and other exciting 
ancestral discoveries were made along the way; however, that is Sherri’s 
story to tell, not ours.

For 19 years the AOI sought to resolve the connection between these two, 
parallel historic organizations and we now are confident that we have 
uncovered that connection.
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Compiled and completed

March 21, 2024 by

William N. Brown

President, AOI of DC,1999-2019

Compiled and completed
February 25, 2024 by

William N. Brown
President, AOI of DC, 1999-2019
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A Ceremonial Resolution
to officially welcome and accept descendants of  the 

Association of  the Oldest Inhabitants - Colored, 
Incorporated into the Association of  the Oldest 

Inhabitants of  D.C.

EPILOGUE

A Ceremonial Resolution
to officially welcome and accept descendants of the 

Association of the Oldest Inhabitants - Colored, Incorporated into the 
Association of the Oldest Inhabitants of D.C.
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Whereas: The Association of  the Oldest Inhabitants of  the District of  Columbia was 
founded on December 7, 1865 by 31 of  the city’s most prominent men as an organization 
dedicated to maintain and promote a lively interest in matters of  local historic and cultural 
interest and to keep alive and preserve reminiscences of  the past; and,
Whereas: The organization’s membership, like those who established it, was limited to 
white men over the age of  60 years until on or about its centennial in 1965 when it 
welcomed members of  all genders, race, and age; and
Whereas: The organization officially incorporated in 1903 and was recognized by the 
District of  Columbia as an Incorporated Entity as entered into the libers of  the Recorder 
of  Deeds, and whose records and filings today are accessible on various D.C. government 
licensing platforms; and,
Whereas: About 1905 a parallel African American organization was established which 
reflected those initial goals of  the AOI of  D.C. but was prevented from joining the 
original organization and was, itself, incorporated in 1916 as The Association of  the 
Oldest Inhabitants (Colored), Incorporated; and,
Whereas: The Association of  the Oldest Inhabitants (Colored), later simply “The Oldest 
Inhabitants, Inc.,” became a more civically active organization than the original 
organization, advocating on behalf  of  the under-served of  D.C., and promoting 
integration of  the public safety agencies, schools, and government positions, while the 
original AOI focused on the more traditional issues of  history and preservation; and,

Whereas: The Association of the Oldest Inhabitants of the District of Columbia was 
founded on December 7, 1865 by 31 of the city’s most prominent men as an 
organization dedicated to maintain and promote a lively interest in matters of local 
historic and cultural interest and to keep alive and preserve reminiscences of the past; 
and,
Whereas: The organization’s membership, like those who established it, was limited to 
white men over the age of 60 years until on or about its centennial in 1965 when it 
welcomed members of all genders, race, and age; and
Whereas: The organization officially incorporated in 1903 and was recognized by the 
District of Columbia as an Incorporated Entity as entered into the libers of the Recorder 
of Deeds, and whose records and filings today are accessible on various D.C. government 
licensing platforms; and,
Whereas: About 1905 a parallel African American organization was established which 
reflected those initial goals of the AOI of D.C. but whose founders were prevented from 
joining the original organization and was, itself, incorporated in 1916 as The Association 
of the Oldest Inhabitants (Colored), Incorporated; and,
Whereas: The Association of the Oldest Inhabitants (Colored), later simply “The Oldest 
Inhabitants, Inc.,” became a more civically active organization than the original 
organization, advocating on behalf of the under-served of D.C., and promoting 
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integration of the public safety agencies, schools, and government positions, while the 
original AOI focused on the more traditional issues of history and preservation; and,
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Whereas: There are accounts of  the two organizations having met jointly in 1917 and 
1919 for “pleasant exchanges of  words,” there are no other documented instances of  
further interaction; and,
Whereas: While the both organizations appear to have flourished through the years, the 
records of  the AOI (Colored) from 1942 to 1962 are the only ones ever recovered and are 
now housed at Howard University’s Moorland-Spingarn Library through the efforts of  the 
original AOI’s members’ to locate and preserve those records; and,
Whereas: It was never understood why the Letters of  Incorporation for the AOI 
(Colored) Incorporated were word-for-word those of  the original organization until in 
2022, when it was discovered that that the second President of  the AOI of  DC was an 
ancestor of  one of  the founders of  the AOI (Colored), Incorporated, thus establishing the 
ancestral connection between the two organizations, and that today only the original 
organization remains active,
Now therefore be it Resolved that the Officers, Directors and Membership of  the 
Association of  the Oldest Inhabitants of  the District of  Columbia welcome and embrace 
all those who by virtue of  their and their ancestors’ eligibility in the Association of  the 
Oldest Inhabitants (Colored), Incorporated are officially welcomed into the surviving 
organization, The Association of  the Oldest Inhabitants of  the District of  Columbia.

Approved by the Membership on 

Whereas: There are accounts of the two organizations having met jointly in 1917 and 
1919 for “pleasant exchanges of words,” there are no other documented instances of 
further interaction; and,
Whereas:  While the both organizations appear to have flourished through the years, the 
records of the AOI (Colored) from 1942 to 1962 are the only ones ever recovered and 
are now housed at Howard University’s Moorland-Spingarn Library through the efforts of 
the original AOI’s members to locate and preserve those records; and,
Whereas: It was never understood why the Letters of Incorporation for the AOI (Colored) 
Incorporated were word-for-word those of the original organization until in 2022, it was 
discovered that that the second President of the AOI of DC was an ancestor of one of 
the founders of the AOI (Colored), Incorporated, thus establishing the ancestral 
connection between the two organizations, and that today only the original organization 
remains active,
Now therefore be it Resolved that the Officers, Directors, and Membership of the 
Association of the Oldest Inhabitants of the District of Columbia welcome and embrace 
all those who by virtue of their and their ancestors’ eligibility in the Association of the 
Oldest Inhabitants (Colored), Incorporated are officially welcomed into the surviving 
organization, The Association of the Oldest Inhabitants of the District of Columbia.
[And we are seeking the membership’s vote of approval on the Resolution.
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Old AOI logo and old Oldest Inhabitants Colored logo.
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AOI: DC’s Living Archive

AOI’s Sesquicentennial Challenge Coin
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